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ABSTRACT The cells in an organism emit different amounts of proteins according to their clinical
state (healthy/pathological, for instance). The resulting proteomic profile can be used for early detection,
diagnosis, and therapy planning. In this paper, we study the classification of a proteomic sample from
the point of view of an inverse problem with a joint Bayesian solution, called inversion-classification.
We propose a hierarchical physical forward model and present encouraging results from both simulation
and clinical data.
INDEX TERMS Statistical signal processing, inverse problems, mathematical modelling, classification
algorithms, probability, proteins, proteomics, selective reaction monitoring, mass spectrometry, liquid
chromatography.
I. INTRODUCTION

Cells of an organism emit different amounts of proteins
according to their clinical state – e.g. sane/insane, effectiveness/ineffectiveness of a drug – caused by a genetic modification or dysfunction. In proteomics, secreted proteins or
a cellular proteome in biological fluids such as blood or
urine, in samples from biopsies are analysed. The resulting proteomic profile, i.e., the gathered information about
protein concentration, can then be used for diagnosis, early
detection, therapy planning and follow-up, drug development,
etc. [1]. Nevertheless, the reconstruction of proteomic profiles
remains a challenge due to small and variable concentration
of the discriminant proteins, called biomarkers. Furthermore,
biomarkers are present within a large protein content with
abundance ratios of up to 108 , hence the need for efficient
recognition of biomarkers on molecular profiles [2], [3].
The use of a cascade of steps for the sample preparation and instruments such as liquid chromatography (LC)
and mass spectrometry (MS) [4] introduces several sources
of variability: serum is manually extracted from tubes by
pipettes; tryptic digestion is a kinetic process [5] with random
behaviour; and data acquisition is perturbed by electric noise,
to name only three sources. As a consequence, the peak-like
shapes that constitute the acquired data differ, for example,
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in form and position at every experiment. In spite of the
variability of the LC-MS tandem, it is still the most commonly
used technology in proteomics. A reliable diagnosis has to
integrate efficiently variability and be robust with respect to
it, be it of technical or biological nature.
The reconstruction task has been tackled by several methods: non-parametric methods such as area under peak,
PLS, N-PLS, PARAFAC [6] and references therein, [7],
MRCQuant [8], MZmine [9], VIPER [10], parametric methods based either on deterministic least square fitting or
on other statistical estimation using for example Bayesian
inference [11]–[13]. Reconstructed profiles can be used for
differential analysis where different states are compared.
They can also be used for diagnosis which has been shown
specific and sensitive [11], in particular early disease detection before morphological symptoms break out.
In signal and data processing, diagnosis making can be
tackled by classification or decision theory: given a certain
knowledge on each class – either by the use of former experiments, of literature, of training cohorts –, a new sample
is associated with a possible outcome (e.g., pathological or
healthy).
In this paper, we will discuss an example of classification
of serum samples using data from a tandem MS method
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FIGURE 1. Graphical oriented hierarchical diagram for the forward model.

coupled with LC called Selective Reaction Monitoring (SRM). An in-depth introduction to SRM is beyond
the scope of this paper. We refer the interested reader
to [14]–[16] giving recent introductions to SRM. The main
idea is that SRM proceeds by decomposing proteins into
peptides which are then fragmented and measured. A single
protein therefore gives rise to several measurements from the
various peptides. This induces a hierarchy in the obtained data
that needs to be dealt with to quantify the protein itself.
We will formulate the classification as the solution of an
inverse problem [51]. The task is therefore to invert efficiently and robustly the analytical work flow in order to
retrieve information about the protein as correctly as possible.
An unknown clinical state (class) at the input of the work flow
is observed indirectly through the output data. Inverting the
underlying physical model will deliver an estimation for the
class. Bayesian statistics are well adapted to this difficulty as
instrumental and biological sources of variability are modelled by probability distributions, translating the knowledge
and belief in the processes. Furthermore, unknown variables
are optimally self-calibrated in a Bayesian sense. Finally,
models can be updated easily so that the method is also
flexible. The main contribution of this paper is hence the
modelling of the SRM work flow and the global inversion of
all variables of the model in one step, which is different from
the classical, sequential approach, as we will explain later.
Section II describes the physical and statistical hierarchical
forward model of the SRM acquisition process, including the
justification of the priors. This data model is embedded into
the classification process in section III, inducing the extension
of the hierarchical model to training and estimating branches.
We show how to solve the problem, and prepare the algorithmic implementation discussed in Section IV. We demonstrate
the strength of our method in section V on both simulated and
clinical cohorts. We conclude and give perspectives for our
work in section VI.
II. THE PHYSICAL AND STATISTICAL MODELS
IN SRM BASED PROTEOMICS

This section builds upon our previous modelling work [17]
introduced to improve protein quantification and describes
the hierarchical physical data generation model of SRM.
We deduce the associated probabilistic model for SRM,
resulting in several conditional independences. This will be
2

at the core of the classification developments, discussed later
in section III.
Remark 1 (Notations): Within this document, the following notations have been adopted.
• Generals: We use MATLAB-like notation 1 : N for
the vectorised fusion of indexed parameters: θ1:N =
[θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θN ].
• Subscripts: We use the subscript index p = 1, . . . , P to
denote a protein, i = 1, . . . , I for a peptide, l = 1, . . . , L
for a fragment. The subscript n = 1, . . . , N stands for
an individual sample from a cohort of N samples.
• Superscripts: We use the superscript index c to denote
the parameters issued from a class. When comparing
M classes, the parameters associated with class cm
will be superscripted by m (which should not be confused with a mathematical power). A superscript asterisk ∗ stands for parameters associated with a standard
molecule, a superscript star ? for a true value.
• Distributions: We denote N (x; m, 0) the multivariate
normal distribution for x given its distribution mean m
and the precision matrix 0. The gamma distribution1
with shape α and scale β is denoted G(x; α, β) for a
scalar x. The uniform distribution with bounding multidimensional interval [m, M] = [m1 , M1 ] × · · · ×
[mdim(x) , Mdim(x) ] is denoted U(x; m, M). We will denote
the normal-Wishart distribution for a couple of parameters (x, G) ∈ RP × RP×P by NW(x, G; µ, 3, η, ν). The
parameters ν and 3 describe the degrees of freedom
and the scale matrix for the Wishart distribution on G;
the prior sample mean is µ and the prior sample size
(the number of prior measurements) on the G scale is η.
Finally, for a discrete variable, the categorical distribution of the event X = x is denoted Pr(X = x) ≡ Pr(x).
A. INSTRUMENTAL MODEL

We want to analyse the serum sample from a subject of clinical state c ∈ C, with protein concentration x ∈ RP . Let its distribution be a multivariate normal distribution, parametrised
by π c = [mc , 0 c ] gathering the class mean vector and
precision matrix respectively. We assume that the P proteins
are all biomarkers for at least one pathology. The Human Proteome Organisation (HUPO) identified about 3000 proteins in
human plasma [19], [20]. Typically, a much smaller number
of proteins is targeted in SRM based proteomics. Within our
clinical conditions P may be up to 60 biomarkers.
Proteins undergo a gain, due to the preparation, fractionating, freezing and other processes. The values of this
gain for each protein are collected in the diagonal of the
matrix ψ ∈ RP×P .
For specificity and instrumental reasons, the P proteins
are digested into I peptides. We model the peptide quantity
after digestion by a linear function Dx, where D ∈ NI0×P
is the digestion matrix, with the convention N0 = N ∪{0}.
One protein carries in general several peptides, and one given
1 In our developments, we use the definition given by [18, Appendix 1].
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FIGURE 2. Superposed plots of SRM data for protein L-FABP, peptide TVVQLEGDNK. Plain lines correspond to data from native molecules,
dashed lines to data from standard molecules. The legend entries are the transitions (i , l ) in molecule mass.

peptide is carried by several proteins. Shared peptides are
quite common in nature but difficult to handle. Therefore,
researchers in proteomics look out for proteotypic peptides,
i.e. peptides that are carried by one and only one of the
targeted proteins in the sample in order to avoid ambiguities
and to map them correctly. Hence, the matrix D is blockdiagonal.
Output peptides are subjected to a digestion gain inflected
by the kinetic process and possible interactions during the
digestion. They are collected on the diagonal of χ ∈ RI ×I
and in an additive digestion noise ε κ ∈ RI . By diagonalising
the vectors, the peptide model writes, with κ ∈ RI the final
peptide quantity, κ = (χ Dψ)x + εκ .
By the use of a chromatography column, the peptide
mixture is separated according to physico-chemical properties and affinity with the column surface. Injected at time
t0 := 0, peptide i elutes after time τi . The chromatography
output signal Ci for a peptide i, taking into account a convolution due to instrument imperfectness, is modelled by a
Gaussian function with
 mean τi and width λi , Ci (t; τi , λi ) =
exp −λi (t − τi )2 /2 . Note that this is only an approximation
of the real process whose shape function is a result of solving differential equations with a high number of arguments.
Other models, such as bi-Gaussian [21], asymmetric peak
shapes [22], splines [23], have been studied. Selecting the
adequate chromatography model is a very challenging task
as one can see by reading [24]. Nevertheless, approximation
by a Gaussian shape is reasonable with respect to the data we
have processed so far (see Fig. 2), to the number of involved
parameters and to the computation efficiency. However, our
approach can easily be extended to any other parametrised
shapes.
After ionisation, a peptide precursor ion is isolated
depending on its mass in the first quadrupole of the mass spectrometer operating in SRM mode. The ion enters the collision
chamber where the precursor ions are fragmented by a collision gas, yielding L ions that we call fragments. The fragment
indexed by l is associated with the peptide i. In our context,
we call the couple (i, l) transition. (In a biological context,
a transition is defined as pair of precursor and fragment
VOLUME 2, 2014

molecule masses.) Fragments are subjected to a instrumental
gain βl ∈ R for all l = 1, . . . , L, gathering several phenomena (mainly ionisation, fragmentation, collision gains).
The fragments reach the detector where the signal yl (t)
is recorded at time t, including an instrument, measurement
noise εl (t). Let the noise be zero mean, white Gaussian of
power γl−1 . Note that this approximation of the noise process
is done for computational convenience, as it decreases highly
the inversion complexity and yields nevertheless good results.
Following [16], we model all fragments of one given peptide
to have the same chromatographic profile since between the
elution of the peptides from the chromatography column and
the detector, the produced fragments are supposed not to
change the profile.
Gains are very fluctuating and hardly known in advance.
In order to monitor them, we need to calibrate the system. Generally, two types are used: internal and external
calibration.
In our context, labelled AQUA peptides (Absolute
QUAntification) are used as internal calibration. Gains and
shared parameters up to the peptide level, i.e. instrumental
gain β, elution times τ and elution peak widths λ can be
monitored easily since native and labelled molecules share
several parameters up to the peptide level. (More information
on labelling methods in proteomics can be found in [25].)
Although labelled and native molecules ought to have exactly
the same behaviour in the instruments, modelled by the
identical parameters τ , λ [16] and β, we noticed in several
experiments that the ratio between amplitudes of corresponding transition signals may not always be equal to one. In other
words, between the fragmentation process and the arrival at
the detector, the fragmentation gains of a given fragment
can be different between the native and the labelled version.
Hence, we introduce an adjustment factor φl∗ per labelled
fragment.
Gains beyond the peptide level have to be calibrated externally using a calibration sample. The preparation and digestion gains ψ and χ are supposed not to vary within one
given day of injection so that they are calibrated externally
by the use of synthetic reference samples with the same,
3
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FIGURE 3. Hierarchical diagram of the forward model. On the left for the training for any given class cm ∈ C, on the
right for classifying a new sample. Boxed variables are known, circled variables are the parameters of interest.
(a) Training. (b) Estimating.

known native protein concentration and AQUA peptides for
every day of injection. We will note the externally precalibrated parameters by a subscript index zero.
The final set of instrumental equations write
κ = (ψ 0 Dχ 0 )x + ε κ

(1a)

yl (t) = βl κi C (t; τi , λi ) + εl (t)

(1b)

y∗l (t) = φl∗ βl κi∗ C (t; τi , λi ) + ε∗l (t).

(1c)

Parameters introduced above are characterised by their
function and can be gathered as follows. The protein concentration x is a biological parameter, the peptide quantity κ a
techno-biological one, denoted θ tb .2 Furthermore, chromatographic parameters (τ , λ) and gains (β, φ ∗ ) are combined
in the technological parameter vector θ t . By writing a set of
equations, we underline the implicit hierarchy of the model
expressed schematically in Fig. 3.
Transitions in SRM experiments are independent. The
parameter θ t(i,l) will regroup all technical parameters of the
transition (i, l).
Fig. 2 shows SRM data of the L-FABP protein by superposing the signals for the three targeted transitions of peptide
TVVQLEGDNK (plain) and its labelled equivalent (dashed).
One can clearly see that the assumption of the same chromatographic profile for all fragments of the same precursor ion
holds as long as the data sampling frequency is high enough.
In summary, we derived the physical, hierarchical forward
model of an SRM data acquisition. The equations in (1c)
represent the final model that will be used in the following
statistical forward model.
2 Even if these notations are redundant, they are introduced in order to
outline the hierarchy.
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B. PROBABILISTIC FORWARD MODEL

The forward data generation model including class variables
follows a multilevel hierarchical structure, as shown on the
right of Fig. 3: the first two levels are due to the class model,
the other two levels to the data acquisition model, the last level
corresponds to the data.
In order to quantify uncertainty, we set up a probabilistic
forward model, including the (conditional) prior distributions
for each parameter. The product of these distributions is the
joint distribution for all parameters and the data involved in
the data generation and it will be at the core of the inversion
(see Sect. III).
Remark 2: Consider a hierarchical structure θ1 → · · · →
θh → θh+1 → · · · → y ≡ θI +1 .
For h = 1, . . . , H , a hierarchical prior p(θh | θh−1 ) for a
parameter θh of hierarchical level h is conjugated by its associated hierarchical likelihood p(θh+1 | θh ) if the conditional
posterior p(θh | θh+1 , θh−1 ) is of the same functional family
as the prior.
1) CLASS PARAMETERS

Class parameters π m are associated with a given class
cm ∈ C. The class is modelled as a discrete random variable, C, that takes values in C with cardinality card(C) = M.
For all events cm ∈ C, define Pr(C = cm ) = pm , the sum
of all pm ’s equalling 1. In other words, Pr(C) is a categorical
distribution with event probability vector [p1 , . . . , pM ].
The class parameter π represents the couple of mean and
precision (m, 0) of the protein concentration distribution.
Therefore, and for the sake of conjugacy with other distributions, we propose a normal-Wishart distribution as prior for
the class parameters
p(m, 0 | c) = NW(m, 0; µc , 3c , ηc , ν c ).

(2)
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2) BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER PRIOR

The native protein concentration x depends on the clinical
state c wherethe class is represented by class parameters
π c = mc , 0 c : x ∼ p (x | π c ) = N (x; mc , 0 c ).
3) TECHNO-BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER PRIOR

The native peptide quantity is directly related to the protein
concentration by the digestion process (see (1a)), so that
in a statistical model, there is dependence on x. Using a
multivariate normal distribution, this writes κ ∼ p(κ | x) =
N (κ; (ψ 0 Dχ 0 )x, 0 κ ) where 0 κ is the precision matrix,
informing about the uncertainty of the digestion process.
4) TECHNICAL PARAMETER PRIORS

The noise inverse variance γl (resp. the labelled noise
inverse variance γl∗ ) is distributed under a gamma density
γl ∼ p(γl ) = G(γl ; α, β) (resp. γl∗ ∼ p(γl∗ ) =
G(γl∗ ; αl∗ , βl∗ )).
The global gain parameter vector β has a multivariate
normal distribution with mean mβ and inverse variance
0 β : β ∼ p(β) = N (β; mβ , 0 β ).
Elution times, in minutes, are in general known within a
given time interval. Moreover, special experimental protocols
(Scheduled SRM) do detect fragments only in a prefixed time
range. The elution time vector τ associated with the peptides
is modelled as distributed under a multidimensional uniform
distribution with interval bounds τim for the lower and τiM
for the upper one for each peptide, yielding the lower bound
vector τ m and the upper bound vector τ M : τ ∼ p(τ ) =
U(τ ; [τ m , τ M ]).
In our expertise, a range of possible values for the chromatographic peak widths is known. Therefore, peak widths
are distributed under a multidimensional uniform distribution with interval bounds λm and λM for each dimension:
λ ∼ p(λ) = U(λ; [λm , λM ]I ). Typical values in order
to
 mexclude
 too flat or too sharp chromatographic peaks are
λ , λM = [20, 100]min−2 , i.e. the deviation believed to be
between 0.1 and 0.22 min.
The adjustment gain is supposed to be close to 1 with slight
variations. The ratio φl∗ is distributed under a normal density
with mean mφ ∗ = 1 and low precision γφ ∗ .
The other hyperparameters, however, are chosen as to yield
weakly informative priors in order to translate little knowledge and to avoid non informative priors.
5) LIKELIHOOD

For each l = 1, . . . , L, the data yl associated with transition (i, l) is corrupted by a white zero-mean Gaussian noise.
The likelihood is defined by a change of variable based
on (1b) from the noise distribution which is Gaussian:


yl ∼ p yl | θ t(i,l) = N yl ; βl , κi , C (τi , λi ) , γl .
(3)
In an analogue manner, by the use of (1c), the distribution of the data y∗l for the labelled fragment
is

y∗l ∼ p y∗l |(θ t(i,l) )∗ = N y∗l ; βl , φl∗ , κi∗ C (τi , λi ) , γl .
VOLUME 2, 2014

6) JOINT DISTRIBUTION FOR THE DATA
AND THE PARAMETERS

Gathering the information of the previous paragraphs, we
express the joint distribution of the data acquisition process,
including the data variable and the parameters, as product
of all hierarchical priors. By taking into account conditional
independences, we have
p(y, θ t , θ tb , x, π , c)
= p(y | θ t , θ tb ) p(θ tb | x) p(x | π) p(π | c) Pr(C = c). (4)
III. METHODOLOGY: CLASSIFICATION AS PARAMETER
ESTIMATION PROBLEM

In this section, we introduce the core of the paper: classification seen as a resolution of an inverse problem by the use
of Bayesian statistics. For supervised classification, two tasks
have to be fulfilled.
1) Training, i.e. by the use of a set of labelled data (data
with known associated class, called cohort), estimate
class parameters for each class in C.
2) Classifying, i.e. by the knowledge of all class
parameters π 1 , . . . , π M and the probability vector
[p1 , . . . , pM ], estimate which class a sample belongs to.
There are several reasons why we split these tasks and
do not favour a joint train-and-classify method whilst other
methods keep them joined. Firstly, we may have cohorts for
several clinical states without having a sample to classify.
In this case, we simply want to describe the distribution.
This may be the case if we have several replicates of one
sample and wish to estimate the common protein concentration distribution. Secondly, if we were to classify several
samples in different times, we can easily reuse the results of
the training task. Thirdly, thanks to the choice of the normalWishart distribution, we can update the trained distributions
by setting the prior to the formerly trained values and adding
the new training samples. In this way, we do not have to
do a training step on the whole set of old and new training
samples.
A. DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATION STRATEGIES

Classification is a major stream in signal processing, machine
learning and their applications. However, among all classification methods, although they have the same intention (i.e. to
classify a sample), methodologies are not always the same.
When parameters are not accessed directly, we access only
to transformed, attenuated or amplified, distorted versions
of the hidden parameter of interest, i.e. to an indirect measurement of what we initially intended to measure. This is
the case for example in astronomy by the use of an optical instrument (SPIRE in [26]), in tomography where the
X-ray transform of an object is observed [27, Ch. 12], [28], in
posture detection where accelerato-, magneto- or gyrometric
data is observed [29], in super-resolution where the observation is a decimated, low-resolution image or video [30], and
of course in proteomics by the use of chromatography and
spectrometry [17], [31]–[33], as described previously.
5
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FIGURE 4. Schemes for different classification types: (a) depicts the machine learning approach (compare against
representative data using a distance function on features), (b) the sequential approach (use intermediate estimations) and
(c) the inversion approach (invert the physical model, here using Bayesian statistics).

In machine learning, the classification process is mainly
carried out in the data or feature space and incorporates
at most ad-hoc models of the physical acquisition process (Fig. 4(a)). The classification datum is compared to
representative data for each class with respect to the considered features, and the decision is made by minimising
a distance function in the feature space. By doing so, the
final consequence, i.e. a feature of the data, is used as
characteristic parameter for each class. In Brain-ComputerInterface, [34] for example use, within a Riemannian manifold, the centroid of a training set of covariance matrices
as feature of each class. A new acquisition is then compared to them using the Riemannian distance. We will refer
to this group of processing methods as ‘‘machine learning
approach’’.
In biostatistics, the logistic regression is often used for
classification (Fig. 4(b)). Protein concentrations associated
to the classification data are estimated and are afterwards
regressed with respect to the estimations within the training
sets. Note that the estimation can be carried out by any
method or estimation function that returns an estimate of
the concentration. This may include a quantification step by
inversion which leads to working in the parameter space [17],
or – as in the proteomic state of the art – by several sequential
estimations (noise filtering, then peak identification, then
peptide identification, after this peptide quantification, etc).
However, the latter leads to a loss of information which may in
certain cases be of high importance: classification is done on
the sequence of intermediate estimations, leaving out possible
sources of variability and correlation between hierarchy levels. Note that the ‘‘sequential approach’’ is not limited to the
logistic regression since it is as well used for classification for
example in proteomics [35], in chemical out-of-specification
tests [36], in classification of corrupted signals [37]; partition
methods such as fuzzy c-means [38] can easily be adapted to
integrate a sequential classification.
We propose to go beyond this by working in a joint space
without sequential estimations for each data, referred to as
‘‘Inversion-Classification’’ (Fig. 4(c)). Estimation is done by
6

the inversion of the forward data model, explaining data
generation from the causes (input, parameters, here: the
clinical state) over the instruments (biological, technicobiological, technological parameters) to the consequences
(output, data, here: SRM spectra). Among several other possible choices, we propose a Bayesian framework for the estimation process which allows for integration of several sources
of variability by means of probability densities and allows for
optimal solutions given the probabilistic model.
What is the advantage in coupling classification and inverse
problem? The inverse problem methodology allows for joint
inference on all involved parameters, i.e. the continuous
(instrument, concentration) and the discrete (class) variables,
as will be demonstrated in this paper. As several parameters
constitute the model, the Bayesian framework will be useful
to separate and quantify uncertainty on each of them. Furthermore, the hierarchical structure between class, parameters
and data can be exploited successfully since the Bayesian
theory is particularly adapted for this: while each of the
individual components adds complexity to the data model,
not considering them turns out to prohibit exploitation of the
information they confer. As a consequence, a global optimal
solution to the problem is proposed, as opposed to successive
sequential estimates.
B. CLASSIFICATION SEEN AS AN INVERSE PROBLEM

The forward model predicts the consequence given the
causes. The inverse problem is about evaluating the causes
from the consequences, i.e. reconstructing the input given
the knowledge of the output. To find the best solution, the
proposed method takes various sources of information into
account: the physical forward model and the data, but also
prior knowledge on the parameters and their uncertainty.
Fusing these sources relies on Bayesian inference where each
quantity in play is given a probability and results in the joint
probability density for all variables introduced in section II-B.
From the joint density we infer all the other densities and
relations among variables. Their development is detailed in
the following paragraphs.
VOLUME 2, 2014
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1) TRAINING

Within the training task where only the class parameters π are
estimated for each class, the situation is the following:
• the data comes from a cohort of size N , i.e. a sample of
the population;
• within the cohort, M classes coexist;
• each data sample of the cohort is labelled by the corresponding class without error;
• each class cm is represented by the class parameter π m
which is the hyperparameter for the distribution of the
protein concentrations.
We define data sets according to the classes Ym =
m
{yn | yn ∈ cm , n = 1, . . . , N } ⊆ Y N . The cardinality of Ym
is card(Ym ) = N m , members of Ym will be denoted ym
n
P
m
(n = 1, . . . , N m ) and M
m=1 N = N .
Each data sample is acquired independently from the others, and parameters are i.i.d. Hence, the joint distribution
for
P
the training step separates into a product of M( m N m + 1)
distributions:


1:M
1:M
p Y1:M , π 1:M , [(x)m
, [(θ t )m
1:N m ]
1:N m ]
 m

M
N
Y
Y


m
t m 
p πm · 
p ym
=
.
(5)
n , (x)n , (θ )n
m=1

n=1

The joint distribution (5) is indeed the product of the prior for
the class parameters and the product of N joint distributions
for the data acquisition as seen in sect. II-B6.
From the last equation, we deduce that the global, multiclass training task breaks down into M separate, independent,
mono-class training tasks. For this reason, we will focus on
only one class c which means developing (5); we may hence
omit the class index m in the remainder of this section.
The prior distribution for the class parameters is normalWishart which is conjugated by a normal hierarchical
likelihood which will come in very handy in the algorithmic
exploitation.
Remark 3 (Wishart and Riemann): The Wishart distribution is often chosen as sampling distribution for precision
matrices.
Why is this a reasonable choice? Apart from practical
reasons due to the conjugation of the prior by the likelihood,
there is another rationale. Within the argument of the exponential function in the Wishart distribution, the trace of a
matrix resulting from the multiplication by A with the inverse
of B is computed. Covariance and precision matrices live in
a Riemannian space. The Riemannian distance between two
covariance matrices is calculated as the sum of the logarithms
of the eigenvalues of the product between A and B−1 . The
trace is invariant to a change of basis, hence tr(AB−1 ) = tr(D)
where D is a diagonal matrix porting the eigenvalues of AB−1 ,
and the logarithm is a monotonically increasing function.
Hence, by maximising the Wishart distribution of a matrix
with respect to a scale matrix, their Riemannian distance is
minimised which makes the Wishart distribution a reasonable
choice.
VOLUME 2, 2014

Let ψ : Y N → π be an estimation function. The output
of this function is denoted π̂ = ψ(Y). Let kπk2 = k(m, 0)k22
where 0 has been vectorised. It is trivial to see that by developing this expression, we have kπ k2 = kmk22 + k0k2fro where
k·kfro is the Frobenius matrix norm. The Bayesian estimator
is defined through its associated loss function. We choose the
quadratic loss
Lq (π ? , ψ(Y)) = π ? − ψ(Y)

2

(6)

π?

where
is the true, hypothetical value of the class parameters.
The estimator that minimises the Bayesian risk, i.e. the
mean loss over the joint distribution of class parameters and
data, is the posterior mean (PM) [39, Ch. 2.5]:
Z
π̂ PM = ψPM (Y) = EII | Y (π | Y) =
π p(π | Y) dπ . (7)
(π)

We access the posterior p(π | Y) by marginalisation of the
t
nuisance parameters x1:N , θ tb
1:N and θ 1:N out of the joint
tb
t
posterior p(π , x1:N , θ 1:N , θ 1:N | Y) which is proportional to
the joint distribution (5).
2) CLASSIFYING

In the classifying task, class parameters π 1:M will be needed
since they determine the
 conditional priors for the protein
concentration p x | π m . The class parameters are known
with certitude so that from the joint distribution we can write
simply p(x | cm )3 depending on the class.
In this task, we consider the following situation:
• the class parameters π m and the categorical probability
pm are known (by exact knowledge or training) for each
class m = 1, . . . , M;
• we process a data sample y of unknown class.
Which class does the data sample belong to? To answer this
question, we construct a classifier ψ : Y → C from the data
space into the class space, mapping a data sample to one class
ĉ = ψ(y).
Gathering the priors and the hypotheses from the previous
sections, we can easily write the joint probability distribution
p(c, x, θ t , y) = Pr(c) p(x | c) p(θ t | x) p(y | θ t ).

(8)

We can deduce all involved distributions from this joint density by conditioning rule and/or by marginalisation.
Our proposed classifier is constructed within a Bayesian
framework and thus based upon the posterior probability for
each class m = 1, . . . , M :
Z
m
Pr(C = c | y) =
p(C = cm , x, θ t | y) d(x, θ t ), (9)
x,θ t

where x,θ t denotes the joint parameter space of biological
and technical parameters. In words, these parameters are
marginalised out of the joint posterior distribution. By this
3 Given the relation between class and class parameters, it is equivalent to
write p(x, π m | cm ) and p(x | cm ) by marginalising the fixed parameter π .
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means, biological and technical sources of variability, i.e.
sources of uncertainty, are integrated during the estimating
task.
The optimal classifier ψopt minimises the Bayesian risk,
that is the mean loss function:
ψopt = arg min R(ψ(y), c) = arg min EC,Y [L(ψ(y), c)] .
ψ∈9

ψ∈9

By the use of a 0–1 loss function
(
0 if ψ(y) = c? ,
?
L01 (ψ, c ) =
1 if ψ(y) 6 = c? ,

(10)

the optimal classifier is given by
ĉ = ψMAP (y) = arg max Pr(C = cm | y).

(11)

m=1,...,M

corresponding to a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) decision:
the estimated class is the one with the highest posterior probability whilst
1) taking into account of biological and technical uncertainty sources by marginalisation, and
2) expressing the certainty (as degree of belief)
of the estimating task thanks to the computed
probability.
Remark 4 (Inverse approach, Naïve Bayes and logistic
regression): As stated above, although aiming at the same
result, the inverse and the sequential approaches differ in
their processing. However, if we set y = x̂, the construction
coincides after several other restrictions with the Naïve Bayes
(NB) and the logistic regression (LR). NB needs independence between entries, leading to a normal distribution with
a diagonal precision matrix. By the use of normal priors
and a normal likelihood, and assuming furthermore the same
variances across all classes, the mathematical expression of
the previous development coincides with a construction for
the logistic regression. Hence, the latter is a special, very
restricted case of the Bayesian classification approach.
C. SUMMARY

Two tasks are fulfilled sequentially for the classification process: training and classifying. Given a labelled cohort, the
class parameters π̂ m are estimated according to (7). Then,
given the class parameters and a new sample, the class of the
sample ĉ is estimated using (11).
These tasks require difficult, analytically impracticable
integration and marginalisation. This is mainly due to the
product of several distributions leading to a non standard
form, the non-conjugacy of the distributions of certain technical parameters, and the high dimension of the problem. In the
following section, we use stochastic sampling in order to
transform this rather tricky integration exercise into an easyto-solve sampling exercise.

integration (posterior mean), we resort to a stochastic sampling technique, namely a Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) [40], [41], which is very well adapted to our application. If we are able to sample the joint posterior distribution
in either task, marginalisation is done by keeping only the
samples of the variables of interest.
However, neither the joint posterior nor the marginalised
posteriors in both training and estimating are easily accessible
for sampling: the resulting distributions are highly multivariate and of non standard form due to the product of several
different distributions. Hence, a Gibbs structure is adapted in
order to transform the problem of sampling jointly all variables into the one of sampling sequentially one variable (or
group of variables) after another. For this purpose, conditional
posteriors on each variable have to be calculated, i.e. each
variable given all other variables and data. The forward model
is hierarchical, so that the conditional posterior simplifies
from ‘‘one given all others’’ to ‘‘one given the variables in
the adjacent hierarchical layers’’ [39, Ch. 10]. This is a considerable simplification since it brings in less dependences
and easier expressions for the conditional posteriors due to
conjugacy of prior distributions on the one hand, and the
hierarchy on the other hand.
Hence, having chosen mainly normal (x, β, φ ∗ ),
gamma (γ ), normal-Wishart (π ) and categorical (c) distributions for the parameters, they are indeed conjugated by the
associated hierarchical likelihoods. Therefore, the conditional
posteriors for these variables are standard ones. For those
where conjugacy cannot be reached (τ , λ), one MetropolisHastings step per parameter and per iteration is included.
In our developments, a sequential random walk with a
Gaussian kernel is used due to its efficient compromise
between convergence speed and computation time per
iteration.
By sampling a discrete variable such as for the class parameter, we add some difficulty to our problem. The estimating
task can be identified with a model choice problem: Given
model Mm ≡ cm , the protein concentration is distributed
under p(x | Mm ) ≡ p(x | cm ), for all competing models
m = 1, . . . , M. By the implicit estimation of the discrete
variable c in the sampling process, the proposed algorithm is
a simplified version of a Reversible Jump MCMC [39], [42]
where all the models have the same dimension. Moreover,
jumping from one class to another is always possible independently on the current class, and the transformation between
classes is the identity function. Note that another way of computing the posterior would have been to compute the evidence
p(y | cm ) for each class, demanding M MCMC chains to be
evaluated with fixed class parameter. This can, however, lead
to numerical inefficiency.
By the Monte Carlo integration theory, the posterior mean
for the class parameters π is given by averaging the class
parameter samples π (k) :

IV. ALGORITHMIC IMPLEMENTATION

In order to approximate the posterior distribution and
to carry out marginalisation (posterior calculation) and
8

π̂ =

X
1
π (k)
card(Kt )
k∈Kt
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where Kt is the sample index set. Due to the Markov Chain
property, the first samples are not distributed under the target
distribution and are still influenced by the initialisation of
the algorithm. This is the reason for leaving out the first K0
samples, called burn-in time, that are needed for the MCMC
to reach the stationary, target distribution. Kt can then be, for
example, all iterations from K0 + 1 to K0 + K .
In estimating, the posterior for the class parameter is a
discrete, categorical distribution which can be visualised as
histogram of the class samples; hence, the estimated class is
the most frequently sampled one, i.e.

TABLE 2. Class estimation.

ĉ = arg max Pr(C = cm | y) = arg max card(Kcm )
m=1,...,M

m=1,...,M

gathers the sample indices k > K0 with c(k) = cm .
The algorithms are sketched in Tab. 1 for the Training part
and Tab. 2 for the Classifying part.

where Kcm

TABLE 1. Class parameter estimation.

estimated values can be compared directly to true, known values. We will simulate cohorts of different sizes in order to give
an approximation of the optimal cohort size for our study.
Secondly, the method will then be tested on a clinical data
set, provided by a campaign on colorectal cancer patients (for
the case cohort) and from a blood donation centre (for the
control cohort).
However, we need to introduce the error evaluation criterion for the classification.
A. ERROR EVALUATION

We evaluate classification performances of several estimators
by the use of the loss function introduced in (10). By sampling
a class c from the categorical distribution and the associated
data y, we can approximate the Bayesian risk, by averaging
the output of the losses:
Remark 5 (Nuisance parameter estimation): In a MCMC,
we have to sample parameters to access to the joint posterior. For the given estimators, we marginalise the nuisance
parameters by considering only the samples of the parameter
of interest. Since samples for nuisance parameters are drawn
anyway, we can compute e.g. posterior mean estimations for
the nuisance parameters by averaging the drawn samples.
Note that, in the classification case, only samples from the
estimated class should be used in order not to compute an
estimation from a distribution mixture. They are just the samples indexed by Kcm̂ , m̂ designing the estimated class index.
V. RESULTS

We apply our devised classification to several experimental campaigns. Firstly, we will work on simulated data in
order to compare the results to the ground truth, i.e. the
VOLUME 2, 2014

R

R(ψ, c) ≈


1X 
L ψ(y[r] ), c[r] .
R

(12)

r=1

While we do have true labels in both clinical and simulated campaigns, we only have true values for the underlying
concentration distributions in simulation. For this case and
for a given, fixed class c? , let π ? = [m? , 0 ? ] be the class
parameters, and π̂ = [m̂, 0̂] = ψ(Y) the estimated class
parameters given the cohort Y ∼ p(Y | θ t1:N , x1:N , π ? ) with
size N . We evaluate the training by analysing the training
loss function introduced in (6) and approximate the Bayesian
risk by sampling class parameters and creating associated
cohorts. As we have shown, the norm for the class parameter
decomposes into the sum of Euclidean norm for the mean
and Frobenius norm for the precision which we will consider
separately.
9
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Note that, since all estimations depend on a cohort with
a specific size N , all estimations and hence all errors also
depend on the size. In order to simplify the notation, we omit
the mention of N ; however, the influence of the cohort size
will be analysed.
B. RESULTS ON TRAINING SIMULATED SRM DATA

For the sake of clarity, we will call ‘‘population truth’’ the
true class parameters or distribution, ‘‘cohort truth’’ the class
parameters or distribution obtained by the use of the simulated protein concentration draws, and ‘‘estimations’’ the
class parameters or associated distribution obtained by our
Bayesian Hierarchical Inversion.

FIGURE 6. Reconstruction of the class distribution; black: distribution on
the population level; red: learnt distribution with N = 10; green: with
N = 500.

The reconstruction in Fig. 6 shows for two examples the
influence of the cohort size for the good estimation performance. We reach nearly a perfect estimation for the class
parameters with a huge cohort size whereas the moderate size
of ten individuals is not sufficient for retrieving the mean
and the precision, especially the non-diagonal entries of the
precision matrix.
TABLE 3. Mean computation time for the training step in seconds.

FIGURE 5. Evolution of the class parameters estimation errors for one
1

3

1

3

class of Situation 2 (2 proteins −−−→ 6 peptides −−−→ 18 fragments) for
the cohort truth (dashed) and the estimation (solid). — (a): mean error on
the class mean (Euclidean norm). (b): mean error on the class precision
(Frobenius norm).

In the simulation case, we are able to compare estimations
and the cohort truth. We illustrate the results for the training
stage where we consider two dependent proteins. Fig. 5 shows
the evolution of estimation errors depending on the cohort
size N for the class mean and the class precision separately.
As one can see, although we do not have direct access to
the protein concentration, the parameter estimations given
by our algorithm and by the population truth are very close.
In particular, both the mean vector and the non-diagonal
precision matrix have been estimated correctly, showing a
very similar evolution as in Fig. 5 by applying the Euclidean
norm and the Frobenius distance respectively as performance
indicator.
10

The mean process time for this two-protein example as a
function of the cohort size is given in Table 3. One can see
that computation time increases drastically. In the following,
we will thus compare performances up to N = 100 training
samples.
C. RESULTS ON CLASSIFYING SIMULATED SRM DATA

We compare the Inversion-Classification (IC) methods
against three state-of-the-art methods: Naïve Bayes (NB)
and logistic regression (LR, using the logregBayes routine from the free Matlab toolbox http://code.google.com/p/
pmtk3/pmtk3) [43], computing probabilities for the classes,
and the fuzzy c-means (FCM) [38, Ch. 2], returning a
degree of belief which is not based on probability. The
competing methods work on intermediate estimations for
protein concentrations, established by our robust Bayesian
Inversion-Quantification integrating technological variability [44]. The estimated class is the one with highest probability (IC, NB, LR) or degree of belief (FCM). Class parameters
are trained using subcohorts of 100 samples per class, which
is close to sizes within our clinical data bases. We use different
data for training and estimating.
VOLUME 2, 2014
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Methods will be compared on their mean loss, approximated by the use of R = 3000 data samples. To demonstrate
robustness, simulations have four different mean noise levels
and fluctuating gains and peak characteristics so as to imitate
real data, yielding Signal-Noise-Ratios between 0 and 15 dB.
We will draw simulations for M = 3 classes, P = 2 proteins, 2 peptides per protein, 3 fragments per peptide, i.e.
I = 4 peptides, L = 12 data traces. Class parameters have
been chosen to result in overlapping class distributions, as
shown in Fig. 7.

better than choosing a class randomly. With a mean SNR of
1.47 dB, 13 % are misclassified by IC which is three times
better than the competing performances. These two examples
show that the IC does very well even near the limits of detection and quantification. We reach nearly perfect classification
with equivalent performances for all methods in presence
of very weak noise thanks to good, robust quantification,
yielding less than 5 % error. This result was expected: firstly,
the competing methods benefit from a robust quantification
method, integrating variabilities; however, if a state-of-theart method such as Peak Maximum or Area under Peak
had been chosen, the classification methods – especially for
strong noise – would have been less comparable. Secondly,
class distributions overlap which creates naturally confusion.
However, the analysis of the misclassified samples shows that
the probability of the estimated class is rather small which
should be enough not to retain this automatised diagnosis and
demand a new examination in a clinical context.
D. RESULTS ON CLASSIFYING CLINICAL DATA

FIGURE 7. Two-protein-distribution used in the evaluation of the
classification method (contour plot on the top, three dimensional
representation on the bottom).

TABLE 4. Evolution of the risk for each classifier depending on the signal
to noise ratio.

The comparison of the methods is given in Table 4 where
the mean loss is given as function of the mean SNR. Overall,
the performance increases with decreasing noise level. Furthermore, one can see that the IC outperforms the sequential
methods, whatever the SNR. In average, the mean loss is very
low despite the overlapping class distributions. When strong
additive noise is used (mean SNR of 0.84 dB), 33 % of the
test samples are misclassified by IC against 60 % for NB,
49 % for LR and 56 % for FCM. Remember that these results
are obtained for strongly corrupted data, the main information
of the peptides being drowned in noise, and are still much
VOLUME 2, 2014

This subsection will consider real clinical data from a
Colorectal Cancer cohort, collected by bioMérieux, France.
We have 90 case sample from individuals that have been
tested positive (represented in red in the following). Furthermore, we have 114 control samples that have either been
tested negative or are issued from a blood donor centre
(represented in blue). This study will use two possible
biomarkers of the colorectal cancer, L-FABP (Liver-type
Fatty-Acid-Binding Protein) and Protein X (renamed for possible patent reasons). The following results are obtained using
a 20-fold random cross-validation on ten per cent of the
database. The learnt distributions on all samples per class is
presented in Fig. 8. One can see that their topology is very
interesting. The black lines present the conic separating the
two classes [45].
Table 5 summarises the performances by presenting an
empirical frequency table for the considered classifiers. The
true negatives is high for all four of them, although FCM
shows the least performance, while the Bayesian InversionClassification does not show any error in this study. The
true positives however have a different tendency. The FCM
performs well here while the NB shows mediocre results.
The mean risk for the four methods are given by
RIC = 0.095, RNB = 0.1125, RLR = 0.10, RFCM = 0.15;
the minimal value is obtained by our method.
One notices that the results are partially similar (with the
exception of the fuzzy c-means algorithm). This might be
partially due to the fact that the competing methods benefit
from a Bayesian Inversion-Quantification step, compensating
the technical variability. This shows also that, compared to the
simulated case, our data situate in a low noise area thanks to
good sample preparation and data acquisition.
E. DISCUSSION

Comparing the results of our method to other ones, one has
to admit that the inversion of a physical model does provide a
11
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done by LR make the performances decrease. The IC keeps
as much information as possible from each internal stage,
obtaining thus the best, the most global results [46], [47].
Moreover, in a similar study [48], algorithms have been
compared using ROC curves where one can deduce the sensitivity of a classifier at given specificity, and vice versa.
By changing the loss function which is an important part of
our method, one can optimise the outcome at one’s needs and
hence change the compromise between false positives and
false negatives.
VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
A. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 8. Bi-dimensional density for each class of the colorectal data
set. The black hyperbole corresponds to the class separator determined
by the Inversion-Classification method.

TABLE 5. Empirical frequency tables for the four classifiers. The
variables c? and ĉ stand for the true and the estimated class respectively.
(a) Inversion classification (b) Naïve bayes (c) Logistic regression (d) Fuzzy
c-means.

This paper introduces the joint use of an inverse problem
strategy and Bayesian methods for the solution of a classification problem. We based our exposé on a serum classification
use case in proteomics. After a short introduction of the
used instruments and the physical model, the method was
described in theory and practice. The final section showed
encouraging results both on simulated data and clinical data.
The devised method outperforms other competing methods
by efficiently integrating the variability sources, propagating
information from each hierarchical step, avoiding intermediate estimation steps, and finding a global best solution.
The hierarchical nature of the model is generic as it links
several parameter groups. We have already used these notations in [49] and [32] for an LC-MS process, involving other
parameters within the similar hierarchical structure. Hence,
all developments for the ‘‘inversion-classification’’ of this
paper can be extended – nearly as is – to problems that are
structured in a similar way, not only in proteomics, but as
well in genomics, metabolics, and other application domains
where a physical model has to be inverted.
B. PERSPECTIVES

powerful classification. By the use of a Bayesian framework,
not only do we comprehend uncertainty, occurring within
the instrument and often omitted; we can also interpret the
results in a probabilistic way. We give the probability for
the estimated class, based upon the marginalisation of nuisance parameters, whereas other estimation methods require
explicit nuisance parameter estimations. Errors are evaluated
in a probabilistic sense by the use of the samples drawn by
MCMC. The user can provide prior information on the classes
and parameters which robustifies the algorithm outcome further.
We see also that the hypotheses of independent protein
concentrations as done by NB or of homoscedasticity as
12

Several perspectives can be drawn. Of course, the eternal
quest of the best model has to be mentioned. We do know
that the data does not have exactly a Gaussian shape, we
do know that the noise is not idealistic, white, zero-mean.
But we do also know that the assumptions made in our work
deliver good approximations and interesting results while permitting fast computations. It would be interesting to consider
a model that is adapted to fit even more the real data, e.g. by
using a Laplacian noise distribution or a spline model for the
chromatographic signals, and compare the gains and losses
induced by this choice.
In this document, the class labels were known without
error. The Bayesian framework permits extending our training
step to a more general one, including mislabelled and missing
data as well as label correction.
Furthermore, we worked on only one clinical data set so
far. The BHI-PRO project will produce more results on other
data acquired with different mass spectrometres including
SRM, and with other proteins in order to discover and validate
potential biomarkers [44], [46], [47], [50].
VOLUME 2, 2014
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